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Abstract

Cognitive scientists have long used distributional semantic representations of categories. The pre-
dominant approach uses distributional representations of category-denoting nouns, such as “city” for
the category city. We propose a novel scheme that represents categories as prototypes over represen-
tations of names of its members, such as “Barcelona,” “Mumbai,” and “Wuhan” for the category city.
This name-based representation empirically outperforms the noun-based representation on two experi-
ments (modeling human judgments of category relatedness and predicting category membership) with
particular improvements for ambiguous nouns. We discuss the model complexity of both classes of
models and argue that the name-based model has superior explanatory potential with regard to con-
cept acquisition.
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1. Introduction

Categories are fundamental to our perception and understanding of the world (Gärdenfors,
2000; Murphy, 2002; Rosch, 1975; Smith & Medin, 1981). For instance, if we recognize
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an entity as a member of the category of scientists, then we can infer that this entity is a
human and does research. These inferences showcase the richness of our mental concepts of
categories, including properties that enable member recognition as well as intercategory rela-
tionships such as relatedness or subsumption. This richness is partially mirrored in language,
chiefly in the structure of our mental lexicon (Murphy, 2002) and in the ways in which words
are used (Harris, 1954). The latter observation has led to a rich literature on computational
models based on the so-called distributional hypothesis (Baroni, Dinu, & Kruszewski, 2014;
Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Miller & Charles, 1991) (see Section 2 for details).

A common simplification both on the cognitive and computational sides of distributional
semantics research is the use of words as stand-ins for categories. In categorization research,
many studies collect experimental data on category-denoting words (e.g., “scientist”), which
is then interpreted in terms of category concepts, since “A function of word meaning, much
studied in psychology, is to categorize the world into labelled classes” (Hampton, 2015).
Analogously, in computational modeling, category-denoting nouns are often used as proxies
for categories; for instance, the distributional representation of “scientist” is used to represent
the concept of the category of scientist (e.g., work on semantic relations such as Baroni &
Lenci, 2011).

In this paper, we focus on the use of distributional models to represent categories, and
on how different kinds of linguistic data (common nouns and entity names) affect model
quality. Here, it is crucial to note that, despite the successes of distributional models (see,
e.g., Lenci 2008; Miller & Charles 1991), the distributional representation of a word is at
best only a proxy for the category concept this word is typically used to express. The quality
of this proxy depends on the degree of alignment between words and the concepts they are
used to model (see Louwerse 2008, 2018). Polysemy is a particularly pervasive cause of
misalignment (Cruse, 1986; Murphy, 2002), for example, the word vector for “mouse” will
blend speakers’ uses of that word to refer to animals and to computer devices, among others.
Other factors include figures of speech such as metaphor (e.g., calling a smart kid “scientist”),
metonymy, and connotational aspects such as such as register (Fellbaum, 1998; Jackendoff,
1990; Miller & Charles, 1991; Murphy, 2002). These factors influence a word’s distribution
in ways that are orthogonal to the category it is typically used to denote.

Importantly, not all parts of the lexicon are equally subject to the aforementioned factors,
and the adequacy with which distributional representations model extralinguistic concepts
can be expected to vary accordingly. Compared to common nouns, names (proper nouns)
such as “Marie Skłodowska Curie” and “Albert Einstein” are ‘rigid’ (Kripke, 1980) in that
they are almost universally used to refer to particular individuals (here, the scientists Marie
Skłodowska Curie and Albert Einstein, respectively). Indeed, in computational linguistics,
names have been found to exhibit lower polysemy than nouns, higher interannotator agree-
ment in manual disambiguation, and lower error rates in automatic disambiguation (Chang,
Spitkovsky, Manning, & Agirre, 2016). As a consequence, distributions of names are more
uniform than those of nouns, which could result in more “focused” distributional representa-
tions, with the potential to provide a superior ingredient for category representations.

Based on this motivation, our main aim in this paper is to investigate the simple but hith-
erto unexplored hypothesis that names of members of a category (e.g., for scientist, “Albert
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Einstein” and “Marie Skłodowska Curie”) provide a better distributional representation of
category concepts than the corresponding category-denoting nouns. This approach builds on
existing work, which shows that name vectors have been found to be reasonable proxies
for entity representations (Gupta, Boleda, Baroni, & Padó, 2015; Herbelot, 2015; Toutanova
et al., 2015). Furthermore, name vectors can be aggregated into category representations
using cognitively plausible mechanisms like prototype formation by averaging (Rosch, 1975).
Indeed, we consider our name-based approach to be a basic, distributional implementation of
prototype theory (we consider also an analogous approach based on exemplar theory; Nosof-
sky, 1986). More generally, in deriving category concepts from (a linguistic proxy for) enti-
ties, our name-based approach aligns more closely than the standard, noun-based approach
with the literature on concept acquisition, which predominantly concentrates on the acquisi-
tion of categories from exemplars (e.g., Xu 2002).

To assess the advantages and disadvantages of name-based versus noun-based models
empirically, we compare them in two experiments that model human judgments of category
relatedness and category membership (Section 4 ), both showing substantial superiority of the
name-based model. We also compare the two models on a more conceptual level (Section 5),
by showing that the noun-based model indeed suffers from polysemy, by assessing the relative
complexity of each model, and by exploring their explanatory potential from the aforemen-
tioned perspective of concept acquisition. Note that this work concerns only the potential of
names versus nouns for representing extralinguistic category concepts, not for representing
the lexical meanings of nouns (where the noun-based model is expected to do better; see Sec-
tion 6). All data and analysis code for the current paper are available at https://osf.io/txchw/.

2. Background

2.1. Foundations and applications of distributional semantics

Distributional semantics is rooted in the hypothesis that words with similar meanings have
similar linguistic distributions (Harris, 1954). In such models, word meaning is typically mod-
eled in terms of high-dimensional vectors, also known as embeddings in the neural network
(NN) literature, with values representing abstractions of word usage in linguistic sources such
as textual corpora. Vectors of words with similar distributions in the corpus, such as “physi-
cist” and “scientist,” end up close together in this space. Early work computed vectors on the
basis of word–context occurrence counts (e.g., latent semantic analysis; Landauer & Dumais
1997). Current standard procedure is to train NNs on word–context pairs given some predic-
tive task, such as predicting the word given its linguistic context or vice versa (e.g., Word2Vec,
Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean 2013). This outperforms traditional approaches
on a variety of tasks (Baroni et al., 2014; Levy, Goldberg, & Dagan, 2015). Latest develop-
ments involve neural models that provide contextualized representations of words (Devlin,
Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019; Peters et al., 2018), that is, the same word is assigned a
different vector depending on the context in which it occurs. We relate these representations
to our approach in Section 6.

https://osf.io/txchw/
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Distributional semantic models are ubiquitous in cognitive science and artificial intelli-
gence to model word meaning and conceptual knowledge . Examples of phenomena where
distributional models have shown their usefulness are semantic priming (Griffiths, Steyvers,
& Tenenbaum, 2007; Landauer & Dumais, 1997), word relatedness (Agirre et al., 2009),
hypernymy (Levy, Remus, Biemann, & Dagan, 2015b; Roller, Erk, & Boleda, 2014), prop-
erty prediction (Baroni, Murphy, Barbu, & Poesio, 2010; Făgărăşăn, Vecchi, & Clark, 2015),
analogy (Turney & Litman, 2005), metonymy (Shutova, Kaplan, Teufel, & Korhonen, 2013),
and multimodal knowledge (Bruni, Boleda, Baroni, & Tran, 2012). Some studies establish
similarities between distributional semantic representations and neuroimaging data (Huth, De
Heer, Griffiths, Theunissen, & Gallant, 2016; Mitchell et al., 2008; Søgaard, 2016). Finally,
distributional semantics has been argued to represent not just a useful tool but also a cogni-
tively plausible model of acquisition (e.g., Günther, Rinaldi, & Marelli 2019; Jones, Hills, &
Todd 2015; Mandera, Keuleers, & Brysbaert 2017). In Section 5, we take up this point and
discuss the cognitive adequacy of the name-based and noun-based models.

2.2. Categories and entities in distributional semantics and cognitive science

Distributional semantic models are successful on phenomena that concern not just the
words themselves but the extralinguistic, real-world categories to which they can refer—
for instance, “dog” is a hyponym of “animal” by virtue of actual dogs being actual animals,
which is a relation between the categories themselves. Indeed, much of the work in distribu-
tional semantics centers on category-denoting words, such as nouns and adjectives, and on
modeling aspects of the category concepts they express. Examples include lexical entailment
(Levy et al., 2015b) and other lexical relations (Baroni & Lenci, 2011) or attributes (Kelly,
Devereux, & Korhonen, 2012), all of which apply at the concept level rather than at the word
level (Miller, Beckwith, Fellbaum, Gross, & Miller, 1990). In these works, as in ours, the
reliance on language to model something extralinguistic is typically not a fundamental one
but an expedience, enabled by the availability of linguistic data and its relative ease of pro-
cessing, compared to the real world.

Much less work in distributional semantics has been devoted to distributional representa-
tions of names and entities. Some exceptions are Herbelot (2015), which analyzes the proper-
ties of distributional representations of person names extracted from novels; work on extract-
ing entity attributes (Gupta et al. 2015; Guu, Miller, & Liang 2015; Hutchinson & Louwerse
2018; Louwerse & Zwaan 2009); building entity representations from annotations and knowl-
edge bases (Bianchi & Palmonari 2017); and the relation between entities and the categories
that they instantiate (i.e., instantiation, Boleda, Gupta, & Padó 2017).

In contrast, the importance of entities for the representation of category concepts has long
been acknowledged in cognitive science. For instance, Piaget considers abstraction over mem-
bers of a category the core mechanism for concept formation; prototype theory (Rosch, 1975)
holds that we mentally represent categories in terms of an abstracted, prototypical member;
and exemplar models (Nosofsky, 1986) hold that at least some core aspects of our concepts
can be explained in terms of category members alone, the exemplars, with no further abstrac-
tion required. Our work connects with this body of research by presenting a model of category
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concepts that is a basic implementation of prototype theory and closely related to exemplar
models (Smith, 2014).

3. Approach

3.1. Noun-based and name-based representations

More formally, we define two concept representations. Let �w be the distributional repre-
sentation we obtain for word w from some source. Then

• Noun-based representation: NOUNBASED(C) of the concept of a category C is the dis-
tributional semantic word vector of a common noun nC that is typically used to denote
category C:

NOUNBASED(C) = �nC .

• Name-based representation: NAMEBASED(E ,F )(C) of the concept of a category C is an
aggregation function F applied to the distributional vectors of names of a set of entities
E belonging to the category C:

NAMEBASED(E ,F )(C) = F (
⋃

e∈E

{�e}).

Constructing a NAMEBASED representation for the concept of, say, the category scientist,
involves constructing distributional representations of names of actual scientists such as
Emmy Noether, Albert Einstein, and Marie Skłodowska Curie, and aggregating them with the
function F . This method has, to our knowledge, not been considered before as category rep-
resentation.

The definitions of both NOUNBASED and NAMEBASED representations are generic, which
allows for many different specific models. In the present paper, we consider primarily the use
of averaging as aggregating function. Not only is the use of averaging for aggregating fairly
common in distributional semantics (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2017; Mitchell
& Lapata, 2010; Westbury & Hollis, 2019) but it can also be interpreted in terms of proto-
type theory (Rosch, 1975): We average the distributional behavior of entities instantiating an
(extralinguistic) category to obtain a representation (prototype) of the category.

This is clearly not the only option for defining name-based category representations. The
abovementioned exemplar theory (Nosofsky, 1986) provides a plausible alternative where no
abstraction over stimuli takes place, and comparing concepts involves comparisons among
individual exemplars (with subsequent aggregation). In this paper, we focus on the NOUN-
BASED/NAMEBASED (prototype) comparison. (We carried out additional experiments with an
exemplar variant of our NAMEBASED model along the lines just described but found essen-
tially parallel behavior to the prototype model, with slightly lower performance across the
board.)
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Table 1
Examples of positive entity–category pairs and four confounder types

Type Example 1 Example 2

POSITIVE George Washington—president of the USA Mumbai—city
INVERSE President of the USA—George Washington City–Mumbai
ENT2ENT George Washington—Peter Behrens Mumbai—Vicksburg
NOTMEMB-GLOBAL George Washington—river Mumbai—statesman
NOTMEMB-INDOMAIN George Washington—astronomer Mumbai—residential area

3.2. Dataset

3.2.1. The original instantiation dataset
Our NOUNBASED and NAMEBASED representations and the experiments we describe in

Section 4 require an inventory of entities and their categories, with corresponding natural
language names and nouns. For this purpose, we adapt a preexisting dataset on the semantic
relation of instantiation, (Boleda et al., 2017), comprising 577 categories and 4750 entities.

The structure of the dataset is shown in Table 1. Each positive datapoint (e, c) pairs an
entity with a category it instantiates. Each positive datapoint is transformed into four negative
datapoints as follows:

• INVERSE: Swap the positions of entity and category, yielding (c, e).
• ENT2ENT: Replace the correct category by a different random entity e′ of the same

ontological domain, yielding (e, e′).
• NOTMEMB-GLOBAL: Replace the correct category c by a random wrong category c′,

that is, of which e is not a member, from the global distribution of categories, yielding
(e, c′).

• NOTMEMB-INDOMAIN: Replace the correct category c by a wrong category c′′, this
time sampling from the same ontological domain, yielding (e, c′′).

The INVERSE confounders test that the models correctly capture the asymmetric nature of
the membership relation. ENT2ENT checks that the models can distinguish categories from
entities and are not fooled by similarity, since entities in the same ontological domain tend to
be more similar to each other. Finally, NOTMEMB-GLOBAL and NOTMEMB-INDOMAIN aim at
testing that models actually learn the relation between a specific entity and a specific category,
as opposed to learning to classify entities versus categories in general (Levy et al., 2015b).

This dataset was created by Boleda et al. (2017) by extracting the positive items of
the dataset from the linguistic resource WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), where entities are
linked to their corresponding categories by the instance hyponym relation (Alfonseca
& Manandhar, 2002), and filtered against an existing distributional model, the Freebase
model (Mikolov, Yih, & Zweig 2013, available from https://code.google.com/archive/p/
word2vec/ as freebase-vectors-skipgram1000.bin.gz). In cases with multiple nam-
ing variants in a WordNet synset, the FreeBase identifier was chosen that matched the longest
element of the synset, assuming that it would be the least ambiguous; for example, while

https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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Washington can refer to different entities (a person, a state, or a city), George Washington
almost always refers to the former president of the USA.

The Freebase model constitutes, to our knowledge, the largest existing source for distri-
butional representations of entity names. It contains about 1.4 million word vectors for both
names (the vast majority) and category-denoting nouns. The names and nouns were drawn
from the knowledge base FreeBase (Bollacker, Evans, Paritosh, Sturge, & Taylor, 2008), the
largest freely available repository of entities at the time. It was trained on a 100-billion-word
Google News dataset using the Skip-gram variant of the Word2Vec algorithm mentioned in
Section 2, and provides 1000-dimensional representations.

The instantiation dataset is closely related to the more applied tasks of Named Entity
Recognition and Classification (NERC), in which distributional representations have found
a steady place (Gouws & Søgaard, 2015; Moreno, Romá-Ferri, & Moreda, 2017; Xiao &
Guo, 2014). NERC deals with the identification and classification of named entities in run-
ning text (i.e., in context) while instantiation works at the type level. Traditionally, NERC
uses few categories (e.g., location, person, organization, other), but fine-grained approaches
(e.g., Abhishek & Awekar 2017; Ling & Weld 2012; Shimaoka, Stenetorp, Inui, & Riedel
2017) have a granularity similar to the instantiation dataset.

3.2.2. Our adaptations to the dataset
In the present paper, we use only the categories in the dataset that have at least five mem-

bers. This threshold was chosen prior to our comparative experiments, motivated by the intu-
ition that a minimal number of entity names in E is needed for the name-based representation
NAMEBASEDE (C) of category C to be sufficiently representative of the category. We will
show in Section 4.1 that a small amount of names results in good performance. When we use
name-based representations computed by averaging all corresponding entities in (the training
portion of) the dataset, we will denote this simply by NAMEBASED(C), omitting E and F .

Furthermore, we use the ontological domains extracted by Boleda et al. (2017) from Word-
Net’s “lexicographer file” labels (Curran, 2005; Rigau, Atserias, & Agirre, 1997) to define
the fourth type of confounder above, NOTMEMB-INDOMAIN, which was not present in the
dataset by Boleda et al. Arguably, NOTMEMB-GLOBAL, which draws a confounder’s category
at random, is not a very challenging condition (e.g., it pairs George Washington with river). In
NOTMEMB-INDOMAIN, confounder categories stem from the same ontological domain as the
correct category, and thus is semantically more similar to the correct category (e.g., George
Washington is paired with astronomer).

The resulting dataset has 159 categories and 4,180 entities (see Table 2). These combine
into 4790 datapoints, since some entities belong to more than one category. Most of the
datapoints belong to ontological domains PERSON and LOCATION. The PERSON domain
consists of popular and well-known, fictional and nonfictional, historical as well as modern
day people; LOCATION contains geopolitical entities, such as countries or cities; OBJECT

mostly consists of geographical and natural entities; COMMUNICATION includes literary texts
but also computer programs and operating systems; ARTIFACT covers man-made entities
(including buildings, organizations); finally, ACT consists of famous events. The domain
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Table 2
Composition of the subset we use of the preexisting instantiation dataset

Domain No. of Pairs No. of Entities No. of Categories Example

PERSON 2408 2076 98 Emmy Noether, mathematician
LOCATION 1665 1436 26 Oaxaca, city
OBJECT 547 546 18 Nile, river
COMMUNICATION 48 48 5 Hail Mary, prayer
ARTIFACT 45 45 3 Cornell University, university
ACT 43 43 4 Alamo, siege
OTHER 34 34 5 Paleocene, epoch
Total unique 4790 4180 159

OTHER collapses any remaining domains that had fewer than 50 categories prior to our own
filtering.

These domains are also relevant for post hoc analysis: In Experiment 1, we will contrast
within-domain and between-domain comparisons of categories. We also conducted further
per-domain analyses, to see for instance whether the categories of certain domains are con-
sistently harder or more affected by certain factors than others, but no consistent picture
emerged, and in the interest of space we will not present these analyses.

Finally, we note that a few of the categories (19/159, or 12%) are in fact denoted by mul-
tiword expressions, such as “president of the USA”; the difference between these and simple
nouns does not matter for our results, and we will simply include both under the header
“nouns.”

4. Experiments

We conducted two experiments that probe different properties of category representations.
Experiment 1 assesses their ability to model human relatedness judgments between cate-
gories. Experiment 2 tests their ability to predict category membership, that is, whether an
entity is a member of a category (e.g., Italy—country).

4.1. Experiment 1: Category relatedness

In Experiment 1, we sample pairs of categories from the dataset described in Section 3.2,
collect human judgments of category relatedness for these pairs through crowdsourcing, and
analyze their correlation with the vector similarities predicted by the two models.

4.1.1. Elicitation of human data
We elicit relatedness judgments for around 1000 pairs of categories, aiming for good cov-

erage of the different ontological domains, a balance between within-domain and between-
domain pairs, and reasonable coverage of the full relatedness range, from completely unre-
lated to closely related.
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Table 3
Number of within/between-domain pairs of categories for which we gather human judgments

Domain Within Between

PERSON 150 357
LOCATION 150 228
OBJECT 149 184
COMMUNICATION 9 81
ACT 5 60
ARTIFACT 2 56
OTHER 9 48
Total 474 507

To get good coverage of the domains, we select 50 pairs of categories from each of the
sparser domains (ARTIFACT, ACT, OTHER, COMMUNICATION) and 300 pairs from each of the
more populated domains (OBJECT, LOCATION, PERSON). To balance within- and between-
domain pairs, we include all within-domain pairs of the sparser domains (3, 6, 10, and 10,
respectively) and top up to 50 with between-domain pairs, while the more populated domains
enable an even split of 150 within-domain and 150 between-domain pairs. For simplicity, we
sample the between-domain pairs independently for each domain.

To get good coverage of the relatedness range, we follow previous work (Bruni, Tran,
& Baroni, 2014) that samples pairs based on distributional semantic similarity, from most
to least similar, divided into three bins. We performed the sampling separately within each
partition. For instance, for the within-domain partition of the PERSON domain, requiring 150
pairs, we ranked all within-domain pairs by similarity and took the 50 most similar pairs,
then another 50 from the next 100(= 50 × 2) pairs, and the last 50 by randomly sampling
from all remaining (mostly dissimilar) pairs. For the smaller partitions, we either included all
available pairs, or sampled using only two bins instead of three (i.e., most similar pairs and the
rest). After sampling, we remove duplicate pairs (which arise from independently sampling
the between-domain partitions), resulting in 981 unique pairs of categories for which we elicit
human judgments of category relatedness. Table 3 summarizes the number of pairs available
for each partition. Note that the numbers in the right-hand column do not add to the total
because each between-domain pair contributes to the counts in two rows.

Fig. 1 shows the setup of our experiment, with the instructions given to participants. Again
following Bruni et al. (2014), we present two pairs at a time and ask which one is more
related, and aggregating the resulting binary judgments to obtain the proportion of times the
target pair was judged to be more related than another. This results in a score between 0 and 1
for each of our original 981 category pairs. Since comparing all pairs of pairs is infeasible, we
pair each category pair with 50 randomly picked pairs, resulting in a total of 49,050 binary
judgment tasks. Next, we will evaluate our models by comparing their cosine similarities
to the resulting, aggregated human relatedness scores. (We also tested the models directly
against the raw, comparative judgments, resulting in the exact same significant patterns. For
the sake of conservativeness, we will use only the method of Bruni et al. 2014, next.)
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Fig. 1. The instructions shown to participants when entering our crowdsource task.

We obtained the judgments through crowdsourcing, setting up our task using the
Ibex framework (“internet-based experiments,” https://github.com/addrummond/ibex). We
recruited participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk, sending them to our experiment hosted
on IbexFarm (http://spellout.net/ibexfarm). Our data collection design was approved by the
Ethical Committee of Pompeu Fabra university. Participants were given instructions followed
by 70 items to judge (15 of which were control items, see below). Both the order of pairs in an
item and the order of items in a task were randomized for each participant. A single participant
could do at most 6 of these 55-item tasks, thus covering at most one third of the category pairs.

We composed 90 quality control items (15 for each of the six tasks a single participant may
work on) by pairing 90 pairs of categories that were close together in distributional space
with 90 pairs that were far apart. We manually went through the resulting control items to
verify that the intended pair was indeed clearly more related and further removed nine fillers
post hoc (those where less than 90% of participants agreed with our own judgment). We
discarded 86 submitted tasks where the accuracy on the remaining fillers was less than 85%.
We ran another crowdsourcing round in order to mostly fill the resulting gaps, from which we
discarded again seven due to the 85% threshold. Ultimately, we obtained at least 48 judgments
per category pair, 50 for most.

An important methodological consideration is that we aim to obtain category relatedness,
instead of word relatedness, in contrast to previous work (Agirre et al., 2009; Hill, Reichart,
& Korhonen, 2015; Rubenstein & Goodenough, 1965). Since the same noun can typically
denote multiple distinct categories, we need to indicate to participants exactly which cate-
gory we want them to judge. In fact, participants tasked with judging word relatedness may

https://github.com/addrummond/ibex
http://spellout.net/ibexfarm
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Table 4
Main results of Experiment 1: Spearman correlation coefficients, significant differences are bold

All Within Domain Between Domain
Number of Pairs 981 474 507

NOUNBASED 0.56 0.57 0.64
NAMEBASED 0.74 0.67 0.69

ultimately be using category relatedness to do so (Bach, 2002), and a frequent observation
in studies on word relatedness is the “good subject effect” (Nichols & Maner, 2008), as
participants are typically willing to adapt their interpretation of words to context: “bank”
can be found to be similar both to “river” and to “money,” by interpreting it as a different cat-
egory each time. To disambiguate, we add phrases in parentheses, informed by WordNet, to
all words we consider potentially ambiguous (such as “type of bird” in Fig. 1). This resulted
in adding disambiguating phrases to 29 categories (18%), for instance muse (mythology),
plateau (geography), and star (astronomy). Participants were further encouraged to hover over
any word to view its definition, which we again extracted from WordNet.

4.1.2. Results of Experiment 1
We first consider the reliability of the collected dataset. Assessing interannotator agree-

ment is tricky, since annotators saw different items (except the fillers). To obtain an estimate,
we collected additional parallel judgments from 8 annotators for a subset of 55 pairs plus
15 fillers. As above, we removed annotators who scored less than 85% correct on the fillers
(three). For the remaining 5 annotators, on the 55 nonfiller items, Krippendorff’s Alpha (Krip-
pendorff 1980; we use the Python krippendorff package) is 0.41 (vs. 0.94 on the fillers).
This is only moderate, but we must take the nature of the task into account. Manual inspec-
tion of the 18 of 55 cases where the annotators were divided revealed these to consist, with-
out exception, of two roughly equally related (e.g., bishop–epistle/dictator–war) or unrelated
pairs (e.g., thoroughbred–muse/plateau–apostle), making the forced binary choice arbitrary
or extremely subjective. Since pairs appear in much clearer comparisons, and there are 50
comparisons for each pair, the effect of this kind of noise should disappear, and we conclude
that interannotator agreement is sufficient, given the nature of the task, to warrant analysis of
the dataset.

To assess the performance of the models, we compute the correlations between the cosine
similarities according to our two models and the aggregated human relatedness scores.
Table 4 clearly shows that the NAMEBASED model provides a better fit to human judg-
ments of category relatedness. Since the two kinds of score have different distributions,
we use Spearman’s correlation coefficient. Scatter plots are available in Appendix A.1
(Fig. A.1). The leftmost column reports correlations computed on all pairs of categories,
showing that the NAMEBASED model obtains a strong correlation with human judgments
(ρ = 0.74, p = 1e−170) and beats the NOUNBASED model (ρ = 0.56, p = 3e−82) by quite
a margin. The correlations are significantly different (t = 8.3, p = 2e−16) using a two-tailed
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Fig. 2. Correlation coefficients of the NAMEBASED model based on different numbers of names, compared to the
NOUNBASED model (dashed line). Vertical lines show standard deviations

dependent correlations test from Steiger (1980) (described in Howell 2012, p. 287; we used
https://github.com/psinger/CorrelationStats, which is based on the R package paired.r).

The two right-hand columns of Table 4 show that the advantage of the NAMEBASED

model over the NOUNBASED model is in pairs of categories from the same ontological
domain (within-domain; t = 3.1, p = 0.002), with instead no significant difference in dif-
ferent domains (between-domain; t = 1.5, p = 0.13). Since differences between categories
from the same domain are likely to be more subtle than those between categories of different
domains, this suggests that the NOUNBASED model is more coarse-grained than the NAME-
BASED model. We take the fact that the difference between the NOUNBASED and NAMEBASED

models overall (leftmost column) is greater than in either the within-domain or between-
domain subset to mean that the NAMEBASED model is also better at ranking between-domain
and within-domain pairs relative to each other.

The quality of the NAMEBASED model is expected to depend on the particular selection of
entities used, that is, the set E in the definition of NAMEBASED(E ,F ) in Section 3. To investi-
gate this, Fig. 2 shows the performance (Spearman correlation with human judgments) of the
NAMEBASED(E ,F ) model as the number of entities in E goes from 1 to 5, with a final jump to
the maximum number of names available.

The horizontal dashed line indicates the correlation of the NOUNBASED model (0.56; see
Table 4). As can be seen, three names per category suffice for the NAMEBASED model to
surpass the NOUNBASED model, and four names to surpass it even on the unambiguous cate-
gories, where the NOUNBASED model has less of a disadvantage.

The vertical lines in Fig. 2 show the standard deviation in correlation coefficients, obtained
by sampling for each category, for every size from 1 to 5, up to 50 different name sets of that
size (limited by availability of entities). The standard deviations are quite small; therefore,
we conclude that the NAMEBASED model’s overall performance (i.e., averaged over all cate-
gories) does not depend much on the particular entities chosen; the number of entities is far
more important.

Nevertheless, for particular categories entity representativeness can play a large role. For
instance, the pair of categories whose relatedness is most overestimated by the NAMEBASED

model is (surgeon, siege). The surgeons in the dataset we use are Alexis Carrel, Walter Reed,

https://github.com/psinger/CorrelationStats
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William Beaumont, William Cowper, James Parkinson, and Joseph Lister. It turns out that
Alexis Carrel was involved in World War I and Walter Reed and William Beaumont were
members of the U.S. Army Medical Corps, which means that at least half of the surgeons
had a military connection, a category closely related to siege. This may reveal a more general
shortcoming of relying on public knowledge bases such as WordNet for entity names: named
entities who are famous enough to be included in such a resource tend to be historically influ-
ential figures, which may skew the entity’s contexts of occurrence. To clarify: the challenge
here is not that the same entity is typically a member of multiple categories, or that mem-
bership in one category can correlate with membership in another; the challenge is, rather,
that the correlations between categories in the knowledge base should be representative of
correlations between categories in the real world.

Summing up, on predicting aggregated human judgments of category relatedness, the
NAMEBASED model is superior to the NOUNBASED model, as long as sufficiently many
entities are used (upward of three overall) and provided that the entities do not happen to
share irrelevant properties (such as the surgeons’ relations to the military). As mentioned
in Section 3, we also tested a version of the name-based model based on exemplar theory
(Nosofsky, 1986), which, instead of computing the cosine similarity between the entity
averages (or prototypes) of two categories, computes the average of all cosine similarities
between pairs of entities from the two categories. With only a single entity per category, the
prototype and exemplar models are equivalent; with multiple entities per category the exem-
plar model performs consistently slightly worse than the NAMEBASED prototype model, but
with the same qualitative pattern (performance significantly above NOUNBASED for n ≥ 4).
This is in line with studies which indicate that for current representation learning approaches,
the nonlinear decision boundaries of exemplar models may not provide advantages over
prototype models (Sikos & Padó, 2019).

4.2. Experiment 2: Category membership

This experiment tests which representations, NOUNBASED or NAMEBASED, are better for
predicting category membership: whether an entity is a member of a category (e.g., Italy—
country). We do so by training NN classifiers to predict category membership using either
NOUNBASED or NAMEBASED representations of categories as inputs, the reasoning being that
better representations of category concepts will lead to better classification accuracy. Training
a classifier with certain vector representations as input is a standard method to test what infor-
mation those vector representations contain (see Sommerauer & Fokkens 2018, for a recent
linguistic example; see Günther et al. 2019, for discussion).1 We largely follow the dataset
and methodology of Boleda et al. (2017), who first framed category membership prediction
as a machine learning task, modulo the adaptations described in Section 3.2.

We combine positive pairs with different types of confounders (cf. Table 1) to obtain dif-
ferent datasets that enable a systematic investigation of different aspects of the task, in par-
ticular teasing apart the general distinction between instances and categories and the mem-
bership relation proper. We build one dataset for each confounder type (total: four), as well
as two UNION sets that combine different types of confounders. Both unions include INVERSE
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and ENT2ENT confounders; UNION-GLOBAL adds NOTMEMB-GLOBAL, and UNION-INDOMAIN

adds NOTMEMB-INDOMAIN. These UNION datasets consist of 19,160 datapoints each, of
which 25% are positive examples. The UNION datasets are more challenging than the other
datasets that they require models to distinguish positive examples from confounders of dif-
ferent types. Therefore, we will focus on these two datasets here, and report results on the
remaining datasets in Appendix A.2.

4.2.1. Training and testing regime
Like Boleda et al. (2017) for the original dataset, we randomly split our modified version

into training, validation, and test sets (80%, 10%, and 10%, respectively). Maintaining this
division for fitting and evaluating models is, however, not enough to be able to test whether a
model can truly generalize: the related task of hypernymy detection has been shown to suffer
from the problem of memorization (Levy et al., 2015b; Roller et al., 2014)—a problem not
considered by Boleda et al. (2017).

Memorization was first found in hypernymy, in which models were found to learn that
certain words (such as animal) make good hypernyms because they are general, irrespective
of the word they are paired with. This can lead to overoptimistic evaluation results even if
train and test pairs are disjoint, as long as words are reused in different pairs in the two
partitions. Thus, to obtain meaningful evaluation results, the train and test vocabularies must
be kept completely disjoint. To this end, we adopt the methodology of Roller et al. (2014),
which ensures zero lexical overlap between training, validation, and test sets. Specifically, we
split the test set into many equal-sized test folds and remove overlap of each fold with the
training and validation data: For example, if (Mumbai, city) occurs in the current test fold,
then all pairs containing either Mumbai or city are removed from the corresponding training
and validation data. We choose the number of test folds so that the average size of the training
set, after removing the lexical overlap, is still 90% of the original training data (fewer, and
therefore larger, test folds would lead to excluding more training data; smaller test folds, e.g.,
leave-one-out (Roller & Erk, 2016), would increase computational load substantially). This
results in 83 test folds.

4.2.2. Models
We again compare the NAMEBASED and NOUNBASED representations as defined in Sec-

tion 3, using Freebase word vectors as representations of entity concepts and category con-
cepts. The NOUNBASED and NAMEBASED representations are fed as input to a classifier. This
time, NAMEBASED(E ,F )(C) for the category C is constructed with E as the set of all entities of
the category C in the training set. This means that no entity that occurs in the test set is ever
used in the construction of the NAMEBASED representations.

For this experiment, we ensure that all vectors are L2-normalized (i.e., scaled to length 1),
and in addition L2-normalize the NAMEBASED representations, so that the classifier cannot
recognize NAMEBASED representations solely by virtue of their length. (L2-normalization
was not necessary in Experiment 1 because we used cosine similarities, which reflect vector
directions but not length.) Furthermore, as is common to facilitate training, we scale the input
values column-wise so the values for each input dimension fill the [−1, 1] range.
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For classification, we use a feed-forward NN (we employ the Keras toolkit, https://keras.
io). We report results on NNs with one hidden layer (NN-1HL) and two hidden layers (NN-
2HL). Inputs are pairs (�v, �w), where v is an entity and w a category in the case of positive
datapoints, but either could be an entity or category depending on the type of confounder.
Following the best-performing setup of Boleda et al. (2017), we represent each pair (v, w) by
a concatenation of their vector representations 〈v1, . . . , vn, w1, . . . , wn〉, where for categories
we use either the NOUNBASED or NAMEBASED representation.

The model is trained to predict whether the first element is a member of the second ele-
ment (which also implies that the first element is an entity, and the second a category). The
models are trained with mean cross-entropy as loss function, using Adadelta optimization
(Zeiler, 2012) to a maximum of 2000 epochs with early stopping (we found that models
typically converge at 50–100 epochs). All hidden layers use tanh as activation function; the
output (classification) layer uses softmax as activation function. The number of units in each
hidden layer of the NN models is optimized for each model separately through hyperparam-
eter search on the values 5, 10, and from 50 to 800 with step size 50. To reduce overfitting,
we introduce a dropout layer in front of each hidden layer with a standard dropout value of
0.5 (Baldi & Sandowski, 2013). We performed additional experiments (three to four hidden
layers, additional regularization) but did not find any benefits.

4.2.3. Evaluation and baselines
Our primary evaluation measure is micro-F1 score on the test partition for comparability

to Boleda et al. (2017). Since this measure focuses mainly on larger categories, and our cat-
egories vary greatly in size (the UNION-INDOMAIN test set has between 1 and 152 datapoints
per category: mean 10.3, SD 18.9), we also report macro-F1 score: We compute F1 for each
category separately, then average these scores.

We compare the NN models to two baselines and a simple similarity-based model. The
frequency baseline BLFreq assigns the positive class randomly with the true class probability.
The positive baseline BLPos always assigns the positive class. The similarity model, COS,
computed for NOUNBASED and NAMEBASED representations separately, establishes what
semantic similarity on its own can achieve: It classifies each potential entity–category pair
based on cosine similarity between the representations of the two members of a pair, where
the classification threshold is chosen to maximize micro-F1 score on the training and devel-
opment set combined. Since cosine is known to reflect relatedness and to not distinguish
between different kinds of semantic relations (e.g., hypernymy vs. synonymy; Baroni & Lenci
2011), we see this model as an informed baseline (see Appendix A.3 for analysis of the cosine
baseline).

4.2.4. Results of experiment 2
Table 5 shows the main results on the category membership task. In both subsets and

according to both evaluation measures, models that use name-based representations beat
those that use noun-based representations by a large margin (p < 0.001, determined by
bootstrap resampling). The best NAMEBASED model, NN-1HL, obtains between 8 and 25
F1 score points more than the best NOUNBASED model, NN-2HL. It also has reasonable to

https://keras.io
https://keras.io
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Table 5
Main results on the category membership task, highest scores are in bold

NOUNBASED NAMEBASED

Measure Dataset BLFreq BLPos COS NN-1HL NN-2HL COS NN-1HL NN-2HL

Micro-F1 UNION-GLOBAL 0.25 0.40 0.43 0.74 0.77 0.59 0.85 0.75
UNION-INDOMAIN 0.25 0.40 0.41 0.51 0.65 0.55 0.76 0.68

Macro-F1 UNION-GLOBAL 0.20 0.43 0.41 0.38 0.45 0.45 0.65 0.53
UNION-INDOMAIN 0.21 0.43 0.40 0.21 0.37 0.42 0.59 0.47

good absolute performance, with 0.76–0.85 micro-F1 score, 0.59–0.65 macro-F1 score. (The
lower results for macro-F1 score are expected, since smaller categories are generally harder
to model.) While the NN models beat the baselines across the board, the cosine models COS

only clearly beat them for the NAMEBASED model in micro-F1 score evaluation. We interpret
this to say that (a) the name-based category representations are already by themselves more
informative than the noun-based category representations; that (b) in an unsupservised setting,
this effect is only visible for high-frequency categories; but that (c) a supervised setting can
carry this effect over to lower frequency categories. In the macro-F1 evaluation, it is further-
more striking that one or both NOUNBASED NN models end up worse than the COS baseline,
indicating that the more powerful NOUNBASED NN models struggle with the less frequent
categories, in a way that the corresponding NAMEBASED models do not. The NAMEBASED

representations, therefore, seem to be easier for a NN to generalize over.
When we compare the different neural models, we note that when we evaluate with

micro-F1 score, for NAMEBASED representations, the one-layer model (NN-1HL) is supe-
rior. In contrast, for NOUNBASED representations, it is the more complex two-layer model
(NN-2HL). This suggests that not only is there more useful information present in the
NAMEBASED representations, it is also more directly retrievable: Identifying the mem-
bership relation on the basis of NOUNBASED representations requires a more complex
transformation.

Altogether, the foregoing results show that the NAMEBASED representations contain infor-
mation that is more useful for modeling membership, an essential aspect of our knowledge
of categories. This aligns with the observed superiority of NAMEBASED representations in
Experiment 1, further corroborating our hypothesis that NAMEBASED representations are a
more adequate model of category concepts than NOUNBASED representations.

5. Analysis and discussion

Both experiments support our hypothesis that the NAMEBASED model is empirically a bet-
ter model for category concepts. We now reflect on this finding from three angles, in three
subsections: ambiguity of nouns as a possible cause for the superiority of the NAMEBASED

model, model complexity, and explanatory potential.
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Table 6
Analysis of Experiment 1 in terms of ambiguity: Spearman correlation coefficients between human judgments of
relatedness and model predictions

All Matched Ambiguous
Number of Pairs 981 626 355

NOUNBASED 0.56 0.62 0.45
NAMEBASED 0.74 0.73 0.75

5.1. The impact of ambiguity on the noun-based model

We started this paper by arguing that a factor that contributes to the attractiveness of names
as distributional anchors is that they are comparatively “rigid” (Kripke, 1980), in that they
are almost universally used to refer to a particular individual, and therefore exhibit a superior
alignment between words and concepts compared to common nouns. If this is true, we would
expect the empirical benefit that we find for the NAMEBASED models to correlate with the
extent of ambiguity of nouns, and the following analysis looks for signs of ambiguity-related
effects in Experiments 1 and 2.

Since the degree of ambiguity of a wide range of nouns is difficult to estimate consistently,
we look not at ambiguity itself but at an important consequence of it: that in some cases the
noun’s predominant sense may not coincide with the target category to begin with. We expect
the NOUNBASED model to struggle in particular when there are such mismatches, because
word vectors, being data-driven, prominently mirror the word’s predominant sense (Arora,
Li, Liang, Ma, & Risteski, 2018; McCarthy, Koeling, Weeds, & Carroll, 2004). Recall that
in the crowdsourcing-based construction of our dataset, we provided a disambiguating phrase
for a noun whenever we felt that it was in doubt that the participants’ interpretation matched
out target concept (e.g., “star (astronomy)”). Erring on the side of caution, this applied to
29 categories (18%). We reuse this distinction for the present analysis as follows. Note that,
by following the WordNet senses, we do not distinguish between polysemy (related senses)
and homonymy (unrelated senses). This makes our analysis below conservative as far as
homonymy goes: if we find an effect of nonpredominant senses due to polysemy/homonymy,
we certainly expect an effect for homonymy alone (we leave testing this expectation to future
work).

To analyze the results of Experiment 1, we label those cases as “matched” where both
nouns of a pair have predominant senses that match our target concepts. We label the other
cases, where we provided a disambiguating phrase for at least one noun, as “ambiguous.”
Table 6 shows the correlation coefficients of Experiment 1 for the ambiguous and unam-
biguous subsets (the first column, with overall results, is identical to Table 4). This reveals a
big performance gap for the NOUNBASED model between the two subsets (0.62 for matched
and 0.45 for ambiguous cases, respectively; p < 0.001, determined by bootstrap resampling).
By contrast, the NAMEBASED model’s performance does not change (p ≈ 0.6), which is
as expected because this model is not sensitive to properties of the nouns. The difference
in correlation coefficient between matched and ambiguous is significantly greater for the
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Table 7
Analysis of Experiment 2 in terms of ambiguity: F1 scores of the best models on the UNION-INDOMAIN test set,
highest scores are in bold

Alla Matched Ambiguous

Number of datapoints 1437 1316 121
Number of unique categories 140 114 26
Proportion datapoints positive 0.33 0.34 0.31
Micro-F1 NOUNBASED 0.65 0.67 0.42

NAMEBASED 0.76 0.77 0.68
Macro-F1 NOUNBASED 0.37 0.39 0.29

NAMEBASED 0.59 0.60 0.54

aThese are only all datapoints that involve a category (i.e., excluding ENT2ENT), because we are interested here
in the effect of ambiguity of category-denoting nouns.

NOUNBASED model (by on average 0.18, p < 0.001, again by bootstrap resampling). Fur-
thermore, note that the NAMEBASED model is still superior to the NOUNBASED model even
in cases where the target category and the noun’s predominant sense match (0.73 vs. 0.62;
t = 4.7, p = 2.5e−6; as in Section 4.1 using the two-tailed dependent correlations test from
Steiger 1980). This is expected, too: even for nouns whose predominant sense is the target
category, other senses can still affect their distributional representation, as do the many other
factors to which nouns are more susceptible (e.g., metaphor or connotation).

Let us look through the same lens at the results of Experiment 2, based on the
“matched”/“ambiguous” division. We focus on the toughest dataset, UNION-INDOMAIN, and
the best models for each representation, namely NN-2HL for NOUNBASED and NN-1HL for
NAMEBASED. (The trends we find there are consistent with those of the other NN models.)
Table 7 shows that we find a decrease in performance when the predominant sense of the
noun does not match the intended category, as in Experiment 1. Here, both per-datapoint
and per-category scores support the same conclusion. As in Experiment 1, we find that the
NOUNBASED model struggles with the ambiguous cases: 0.42 versus 0.67 in micro-F1 score
(p < 0.001, determined with bootstrap resampling), and 0.29 versus 0.39 in macro-F1 score
(p ≈ 0.045). An initially puzzling difference with Experiment 1 is that, in Experiment 2, we
also find a slightly worse performance on ambiguous cases for the NAMEBASED model: 0.68
versus 0.77 in micro-F1 score, 0.54 versus 0.60 in macro-F1 score. Although these differences
for the NAMEBASED model are themselves not significant (p ≈ 0.2 and p ≈ 0.075, respec-
tively); they are substantial enough for there to be, unlike in Experiment 1, no significant
difference in the degrees to which the NOUNBASED and NAMEBASED model are affected by
matched versus ambiguous (p ≈ 0.081, again by bootstrap resampling; cf. Gelman & Stern
2006). Since the NAMEBASED model by definition cannot be directly sensitive to linguistic
properties of the noun, this tendency (if real) must have a different explanation. Indeed, we
know from Experiment 1 that the number of entities matters for the quality of NAMEBASED

representations, and “ambiguous” categories tend to have much fewer entities: 13 entities on
average (SD 9) compared to 34 entities on average for the “matched” nouns (SD 69). We take
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this as at least a partial explanation for the performance dip of the NAMEBASED model for the
“ambiguous” subset.

From the analysis of both experiments combined, we conclude that the inclusion of nouns
that may not predominantly denote the target category gives the NAMEBASED model part of its
advantage over the NOUNBASED model. Although this may seem like an “unfair” advantage
that one could try to blame instead on the choice of nouns in our dataset, we think that would
merely reframe the fact that nouns vary in how clearly they denote a given category, which
is one aspect of the complex mapping between language and the world to which names are
simply less susceptible.

5.2. Model complexity

We now move to a different level of consideration, namely the inherent complexity of the
NAMEBASED versus the NOUNBASED model. It may seem that the NAMEBASED model has
more information about categories built into it than the NOUNBASED model, namely, infor-
mation about which entities are members of which categories. If true, this would mean that the
superior performance of the NAMEBASED model, compared to the NOUNBASED model, could
in principle be a largely uninteresting consequence of the model’s being endowed with more
information about the task at hand (rather than different information). (To clarify, the issue
here is not circularity: Experiment 2 tested each model’s ability to categorize new, unseen
entities.) There is also a more practical counterpart of the same concern: NOUNBASED repre-
sentations are easy to come by (category nouns are covered by many distributional models),
whereas NAMEBASED representations require some work (finding entities, averaging their
names’ vectors; we will address the related concern that not every category has named enti-
ties to begin with further next, in Section 6, because this is a matter not of model complexity
but generalizability).

With regard to this question, it is important to acknowledge that both models presuppose a
certain mapping between language and the world: Both models rely on linguistic information,
namely distributional representations, in order to model what are essentially extralinguistic
judgments, that is, judgments about the structure of the external world (and this is a com-
mon expediency, see Section 2). More precisely, the NOUNBASED model presupposes a direct
mapping between nouns and categories, while the NAMEBASED model presupposes a more
indirect mapping, from names to entities and from entities to categories. Now, while it may
indeed seem easier to establish the direct mapping (for the NOUNBASED model) than the indi-
rect mapping (for the NAMEBASED model), we argue that it only seems this way, and this is in
fact an example of overlooking implicit reliance of representations in cognitive modeling on
prior human judgments (Jones et al., 2015; Westbury, 2016). The reason is that we happen to
have intuitive knowledge of which English nouns typically express which categories—and in
cases of doubt we can reference a dictionary. But for a fair model comparison, this knowledge
must be considered a prerequisite of the NOUNBASED model, just as information about names
and entities is a prerequisite for the NAMEBASED model. More generally, the practical ease
or difficulty of setting up a model is not a reliable indicator of the relative complexity of that
model from a more theoretically informed, cognitive perspective.
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Still, the NAMEBASED model may seem to require more effort than the NOUNBASED model,
in that it requires multiple names per category (recall that models based on one or two names
performed poorly in Experiment 1), whereas the NOUNBASED model needs only a single noun
per category. However, it is not clear whether the effort required to be able to choose the right
noun for a category is bigger or smaller than the effort required to be able to link multiple
names to entities of the category. The latter requires only the ability to name examples of a
category, which does not require knowledge about the category other than some examples
of its instantiation relation; the former requires more complete knowledge (e.g., a definition)
of the category, or at least enough to determine whether a given noun is sufficiently reliably
used to express exactly that category. And since nouns are generally both more frequent and
versatile than names, the latter can be quite a challenge. To illustrate: if you say “Mao Tse
Tung” and “Jiang Zemin,” then you may be able to add “Hu Jintao” even without knowing the
specific title of their category (“chairman of the Communist Party of China”), or what being
an instance of that category entails exactly.

Another, independent issue related to model complexity is the amount of information con-
tained in the distributional representations of nouns versus names. We estimated the frequen-
cies of the nouns and names of our dataset and found category-denoting nouns to be on aver-
age around 500 times more frequent than all names of entities of that category combined.1

Thus, nouns arguably contain more distributional information than names. At the same time,
just three names per category were enough to beat the NOUNBASED model. Thus, in rela-
tive terms, the names are substantially more informative for category representation than the
nouns. This also relates to the possible impression that the NAMEBASED model is more com-
plex in that it requires averaging over multiple instances: since computing distributional rep-
resentations itself involves averaging over occurrences, arguably a lot more averaging went
into the NOUNBASED model than the NAMEBASED model—it is just more explicit in the latter.

Summing up, the appearance that the NAMEBASED model has more built-in information
is arguably false (and we presented some arguments for the inverse claim, i.e., that it is
the NOUNBASED model that has more information built-in). We therefore conclude that the
NAMEBASED model’s empirical superiority in both experiments is not due to it having more
information about categories built-in than the NOUNBASED model, but due to it being based
on different information. The experiments therefore convincingly show that the aggregated
distributions of names are genuinely more representative of category concepts than the distri-
butions of nouns.

5.3. Explanatory potential as models of concept acquisition

As mentioned in Section 2, distributional semantics has been argued to be not just a use-
ful tool, but an explanatory, cognitively plausible model of lexical acquisition and lexical
meaning: distributional representations are the result of applying general purpose learning
mechanisms to words across contexts, similarly to at least some of the mechanisms by which
humans learn the meanings of words (e.g., Günther et al. 2019; Jones et al. 2015; Mandera
et al. 2017). Here we address a typically overlooked question, namely whether this explana-
tory potential carries over to the use of distributional semantics as a model not of lexical
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meaning but of category concepts, which is what we are aiming to model in this paper. For
although language is known to facilitate category concept acquisition (e.g., Casasola, Bhag-
wat, & Burke 2009; LaTourrette & Waxman 2019; Xu 2002) and more abstract concepts may
even be learned predominantly through linguistic means (Borghi & Binkofski 2014), most
category concepts are acquired predominantly from exposure to category members in the
external world.

A standard view in the literature on distributional semantics is that language can be used
as a sufficiently good proxy for experience of the external world, to learn about at least some
aspects of the external world. This is because there is an (imperfect) correspondence between
statistical regularities in language and statistical regularities in the world (e.g., Barsalou, San-
tos, Simmons, & Wilson 2008; Louwerse 2008, 2018). We subscribe to this view, and thus
regard both the NAMEBASED and NOUNBASED models as models of concept acquisition from
(an approximation of) extralinguistic experience. Note that to subscribe to this view is not
to deny or bypass the symbol grounding problem (Harnad, 1990; Searle, 1980); we briefly
return to this in Section 6.

Under this interpretation of the models, a crucial difference between the two is in the units
of experience over which they abstract to form category concepts. For the NAMEBASED model
these units are occurrences of category members—because name tokens in text are a proxy
for occurrences of the category members to which they refer. More precisely, the name-based
model implements concept acquisition as abstraction over occurrences of category members:
it first computes category member representations (i.e., name vectors) and then averages them
to obtain a category prototype. We explicitly motivated this in terms of prototype theory
(Rosch, 1975), and the more general notion of abstraction over category members aligns also
with the broader literature on concept acquisition, where the vast majority of experiments
involve exposing humans to several category members and then testing their category induc-
tion (e.g., Casasola et al. 2009; LaTourrette & Waxman 2019; Xu 2002).

The situation for the NOUNBASED model is less clear. In using distributional representations
of nouns to model category concepts, it must explain the acquisition of category concepts in
terms of abstraction over units of experience that correspond to occurrences of the category
nouns. Although noun occurrences can involve category members, chiefly in categorization
acts mirrored in referential noun phrases (“The scientist entered the lab”) and predicative uses
(“Marie is a scientist”), nouns are, on the whole, less tightly connected to category members
than names. One reason is the ambiguity of nouns, which obscures both—at the type level—
the relation between nouns and categories (section 5.1) and—at the token level—the relation
between specific uses of nouns and category members. An additional reason is that nouns
also occur in so-called generic uses (“Scientists need grants”), which do not involve reference
to a category member, but correspond to quasi-definitional category information: while a
great source of category information, such noun tokens do not serve as proxies for category
members. Although generic category information plays an important role in less entity-centric
views of concepts, such as the classical definitional approach and the “theory” theory, it does
not feature as prominently in most contemporary work on concept acquisition (an exception
being extensive work on the role of definitions in the acquisition of technical concepts, e.g.,
mathematics; Vinner 2002).
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In sum, we conclude that the NAMEBASED model is more straightforwardly embedded in
the current cognitive literature on concept acquisition than the NOUNBASED model, within
which further questions arise about how the various aspects of category information that
nouns provide are to be integrated into a category concept model. Note that neither of the two
models as yet provides a complete model of category acquisition from scratch, that is, cate-
gory induction (as in Nosofsky 1986; Rosch, Simpson, & Miller 1976); both NAMEBASED and
NOUNBASED models currently start with a fixed inventory of categories and a set of observa-
tions per category (namely instances and noun occurrences, respectively). This is but a choice
of scope, not an intrinsic limitation.

6. Conclusion and future work

Much computational and cognitive work on distributional semantics relies on the use of
language as a proxy for experience of the external world, and employs distributional repre-
sentations of category-denoting nouns as a proxy for category concepts. Because names are
more rigidly connected to the external world than nouns (Kripke, 1980), our primary objec-
tive was to test the hypothesis that names of category members provide a better distributional
proxy for category concepts than the category-denoting nouns of existing approaches. More
precisely, we used name vectors as a proxy for entities (Gupta et al., 2015; Herbelot, 2015)
and averaged them to obtain a category prototype (Rosch, 1975).

Corroborating our hypothesis, we have shown that such NAMEBASED representations, even
based on as few as three names, outperform NOUNBASED representations in two computa-
tional experiments, simulating human judgments on category relatedness and category mem-
bership, where the latter also showed its ability to generalize to new, uncategorized instances.
(We also considered a variant of the NAMEBASED model based on exemplar theory [Nosofsky,
1986], which while slightly worse than the NAMEBASED model still beat the NOUNBASED

model by a large margin.) Further analysis in Section 5.1 confirmed that the existence of
other, dominant word senses negatively impacts the NOUNBASED model, as expected. We
also reflected on the relative complexity (Section 5.2) and explanatory potential (Section 5.3)
of the two models, arguing for no substantial difference in the former, and a methodologi-
cal advantage for the NAMEBASED model with regard to the latter, namely, that the NAME-
BASED model aligns more closely with the cognitive literature on concept acquisition, which
emphasizes the role of exemplar occurrences in concept acquisition. The NOUNBASED model
instead provides a wider range of kinds of information about concepts (e.g., definitional
information arising from generic usage) which remains important to explore but is less well
understood.

Two clarifications about the scope of our argumentation are in order. First, we focus on
the use of distributional semantics as a model of extralinguistic category concepts, and our
criticism of the NOUNBASED model does not apply to its (also very common) use as a model
of the lexicon. Unlike a category representation, an adequate lexical representation of a noun
should reflect its various senses and connotations rather than ignore them. As such, we expect
that NOUNBASED representations show an advantage over NAMEBASED representations
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when it comes to modeling the lexical knowledge about nouns (Baroni & Lenci, 2011).
Interestingly, when conceived of as a model of word representations instead of category
concepts, the NOUNBASED model is itself an instance-based model: just as the NAMEBASED

model represents a category as an abstraction over (names of) category instances, the
NOUNBASED model represents a word as an abstraction over word instances.

Second, our arguments do not bear directly on the symbol grounding problem (Harnad,
1990; Searle, 1980). Although we argue that names are better proxies for the external world
than nouns, they remain proxies. This is true also for multimodal approaches that enrich
text-derived word representations with visual contexts (e.g., Feng & Lapata 2010)—they are
still fundamentally representations of words (Westera & Boleda, 2019). (Note that we are
not talking here about entirely nonlinguistic distributional approaches, such as the use of
embeddings in computer vision; Simonyan & Zisserman, 2015).

This paper is the first, to our knowledge, to systematically investigate the role of entities in
the representation of category concepts in distributional semantics. Some obstacles for a more
general application of our proposal are that most category instances are not named, that most
named instances do not appear in corpora, and that finding category instances to begin with
currently depends on human-curated knowledge bases (though recall from Section 5.2 that the
NOUNBASED model relies on similar knowledge, albeit implicitly). Although our primary aim
was to test a theoretically motivated hypothesis, we also view our paper as a proof of concept
that entity-based representations are worth pursuing. Future work should seek to apply our
proposal more widely, by exploiting recent developments in computational linguistics. We
briefly review four promising avenues, although we stress that, in our view, having better
category concept representations of even a subset of the categories can be useful, for instance
to gain a better understanding of those categories.

First, although distributional semantics itself is extremely data-hungry, current research has
developed methods that can learn more from less data, for instance by detecting and exploiting
informative contexts (Herbelot & Baroni, 2017). This direction could both expand the set of
named entities for which sufficiently adequate distributional representations can be computed,
thus widening the coverage of the method, and improve its general cognitive plausibility.

Second, while this paper has concentrated on the use of entities to characterize category
concepts, future research should investigate to what extent subcategory-denoting nouns can be
used for representing the supercategory. For instance, the category furniture could be modeled
by averaging the distributional representations of “chair,” “table,” etc. This could allow for
the representation of categories which lack (public) named entities (e.g., individual chairs
and tables typically do not have names). Although—as we have argued in this paper—nouns
are more problematic than names for modeling category concepts, two consideration make
this particular avenue promising: (a) the aggregation of several subcategory-denoting nouns,
as we did with entities to form a prototype, could smoothen out the idiosyncrasies of each
noun and focus the representation on aspects related to the supercategory; and (b) the more
specific subcategories can be expected to show less ambiguity (Gilhooly & Logie, 1980).
Note however that an approach based on subcategory-denoting nouns would still, like the
simple NOUNBASED model, diverge from the predominant, entity-based view in the literature
on concept acquisition (Section 5.3).
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Third, recent NN models provide contextualized representations of words (Devlin et al.,
2019; Peters et al., 2018), which differ crucially from traditional distributional semantic rep-
resentations in that the same word is assigned a different vector depending on the context
in which it occurs, and, thereby, depending on, for example, the sense in which it is used
(Wiedemann, Remus, Chawla, & Biemann, 2019). Although contextualized representations
are now widely used in computational linguistics, they are only beginning to be used in cogni-
tive science. Since contextualized representations are closer to particular word senses, hence
extralinguistic categories, a promising approach might be to average the contextual repre-
sentations of a noun, as used in a particular sense, from a number of sentences, to obtain
a category representation. However, it is currently unknown to what extent contextualized
embeddings can isolate a particular sense, and, in any case, as representations derived fun-
damentally from language, they are not expected to eliminate other aspects that disturb the
mapping between language and the world, such as connotations. Moreover, standard distribu-
tional approaches can outperform contextualized representations in out-of-context semantic
tasks (Lenci, Sahlgren, Jeuniaux, Gyllensten, & Miliani, 2021). These are important topics for
a follow-up to the current paper, and for the growing body of work relying on contextualized
embeddings in general.

Fourth, although many categories lack named instances, all categories do have instances
to which one can refer. Accordingly, the NAMEBASED approach could be extended by tak-
ing referring expressions other than names into account (and likewise for the NOUNBASED

model, for which one could use for instance multiword expressions for nonlexicalized cat-
egories, e.g., “coffee table,” “side table”). In particular, chains of co-referring expressions
(e.g., “That maple,” “the tree,” and “it” in “That maple is huge. We planted the tree in 1980
and now it touches the roof.”) exhibit the same referential stability that we argued benefits
the NAMEBASED model. For this reason a distributional representation of an entire corefer-
ence chain (as in Adel & Schütze 2014; Clark & Manning 2016) could potentially supplant
the use of names in an entity-based approach to category representation. While coreference
resolution has been the focus of much research interest, it is an open question whether current
models are good enough to build entity representations (Aina, Silberer, Sorodoc, Westera, &
Boleda, 2019; Clark & Manning, 2015).

Finally, besides these concrete research directions, some of the central ideas in this paper
carry over to other domains. One is the insight that certain parts of language are more rigidly
tied to the world than others, and that this impacts the quality of distributional representations
as models of concepts of extralinguistic aspects. Another is the idea that one can get more
reliable representations of category concepts by averaging representations of taxonomically
subordinate notions (whether entities or subcategories). These ideas are not restricted to dis-
tributional semantics, as they can apply in principle to any field dealing with linguistically
induced concept representations. For instance, when extracting concept representations from
neuroimaging data one could consider using names as stimuli instead of nouns (e.g., for the
noun/name distinction in ERP data, see Proverbio, Mariani, Zani, & Adorni 2009). Our paper
speaks to the complexity of the relationship between language and the world, the acknowl-
edgment of which is paramount to enhancing our understanding of both natural language and
human cognition.
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Notes

1 Thus, the classifiers we train in this section are not to be considered part of the NOUN-
BASED or NAMEBASED models, but, like the correlation analysis in Experiment 1, a
method for diagnosing what information the two kinds of representations contain.

2 As the full 100 billion word Google News corpus on which the Free-
base model was trained is not available, we computed these word frequencies
on the 860 million word sample 2012/2013 from http://www.statmt.org/wmt14/
training-monolingual-news-crawl.

3 The slight edge for NAMEBASED models on these two datasets is noteworthy (as for
the cosine model on ENT2ENT discussed next) because one might have expected the
NAMEBASED representations to be more entity-like and hence be at a disadvantage here.

4 The plotted distributions have been restricted to categories and entities in the test set of
ENT2ENT, to ensure that the NAMEBASED representations are not built from the entities
to which we compare them (see Section 4.2).
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Appendix A

A.1 Scatterplots for Experiment 1

Fig. A.1 shows scatterplots for both models, where each point represents a pair of categories
in terms of their human relatedness score (x-axis) and the respective model’s prediction (y-
axis); a distinction is drawn between within-domain and between-domain pairs.

A.2 Results for subsets with a single type of confounder

Recall from Section 4.2 that pairing confounders with the positive examples yields four
different balanced subsets with one type of confounder each (INVERSE, ENT2ENT, NOTMEMB-
GLOBAL and NOTMEMB-INDOMAIN), along with the unions UNION-GLOBAL and UNION-
INDOMAIN—see Table A.1.

Tables A.2 and A.3 show the results for per-datapoint(micro) and per-category (macro) F1

scores, respectively. They complement Table 5 in Section 4.2.
Recall that the datasets in Table 5 are arranged in their expected level of increasing diffi-

culty from top to bottom, and indeed we see a clear trend of decreasing F1 scores for both

Fig. A.1. The NOUNBASED (left) and NAMEBASED (right) model similarity scores (y-axis) against human related-
ness scores (x-axis).
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Table A.1
All datasets used for Experiment 2

Subset Number of Pairs Of Which Positive Of Which Negative

ENT2ENT 9580 4790 4790
INVERSE 9580 4790 4790
NOTMEMB-GLOBAL 9580 4790 4790
NOTMEMB-INDOMAIN 9580 4790 4790
UNION-GLOBAL 19,160 4790 14,370
UNION-INDOMAIN 19,160 4790 14,370

Table A.2
Per-datapoint (micro-F1 scores) results on the subsets with one single type of confounder

NOUNBASED NAMEBASED

Dataset BLFreq BLPos COS NN-1HL NN-2HL COS NN-1HL NN-2HL

INVERSE 0.50 0.67 0.67 0.98 0.98 0.67 0.99 0.94
ENT2ENT 0.50 0.67 0.67 0.90 0.91 0.86 0.92 0.86
NOTMEMB-GLOBAL 0.50 0.67 0.71 0.85 0.84 0.88 0.90 0.89
NOTMEMB-INDOMAIN 0.50 0.67 0.69 0.72 0.67 0.78 0.78 0.74
UNION-GLOBAL 0.25 0.40 0.43 0.74 0.77 0.59 0.85 0.75
UNION-INDOMAIN 0.25 0.40 0.41 0.51 0.65 0.55 0.76 0.68

NOUNBASED and NAMEBASED neural network models. As mentioned in the main text, the
best NAMEBASED model for a given subset is consistently better than the best NOUNBASED

network model. In the easiest subsets, INVERSE and ENT2ENT, the improvement is in general
minor; as already shown in Boleda et al. (2017) standard word embeddings contain informa-
tion to draw the high-level distinction between categories and entities, and this is all that is
needed for these subsets.1 However, on the more challenging NOTMEMB subsets, the differ-
ence increases to 6–11 points.

Table A.3
Per-category (macro-F1 scores) results on the subsets with one single type of confounder

NOUNBASED NAMEBASED

Dataset BLFreq BLPos COS NN-1HL NN-2HL COS NN-1HL NN-2HL

INVERSE 0.42 0.67 0.67 0.94 0.93 0.67 0.96 0.90
ENT2ENTa 0.51 1.00a 1.00a 0.68 0.74 0.86 0.97 0.87
NOTMEMB-GLOBAL 0.35 0.59 0.60 0.65 0.65 0.69 0.73 0.73
NOTMEMB-INDOMAIN 0.38 0.59 0.60 0.54 0.55 0.61 0.64 0.63
UNION-GLOBAL a 0.20 0.43 0.41 0.38 0.45 0.45 0.65 0.53
UNION-INDOMAIN a 0.21 0.43 0.40 0.21 0.37 0.42 0.59 0.47

aThe ENT2ENT items of these datasets do not contain any category, hence do not affect macro-per-category F1

score—hence the perfect score of the positive baseline and NOUNBASED COS on ENT2ENT.
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Fig. A.2. Distribution of cosine similarities on the positive and confounder items of ENT2ENT (test set), and of
cosine similarities between NOUNBASED(C) and NAMEBASED(C) representations of the same category C.

Table 5 also shows that the neural network models beat their respective cosine models
COS in most subsets, though occasionally only by a small margin, and with an exception in
NOTMEMB-INDOMAIN where the NAMEBASED cosine model and the one-layer neural network
NN-1HL share the first place (0.78).

A.3 Analysis of cosine models

In addition to supporting our hypothesis that NAMEBASED representations are better, the
cosine models mostly show an expected pattern—no better than baseline on INVERSE (as
cosine is a symmetric measure, thus unable to distinguish a pair from its inverse) and increas-
ing difficulty from NOTMEMB-GLOBAL downward—with a noteworthy contrast in ENT2ENT,
where the NOUNBASED cosine model performs no better than the positive baseline while the
NAMEBASED cosine model reaches as high as 0.86. The latter is noteworthy because one might
have expected the NAMEBASED representations to be at a disadvantage here: ENT2ENT tests a
model’s ability to distinguish categories from entities, and since NAMEBASED representations
model a category concept as the average of its entity name vectors, one might have expected
these representations to be more “entity-like” than a corresponding NOUNBASED vector, hence
more conducive to confusing entities and categories. But the NAMEBASED cosine model score
on ENT2ENT shows that this is not the case.

To understand this pattern, Fig. A.2 shows the distributions of cosine similarities (a) of
the entity–entity confounder pairs in ENT2ENT in blue, (b) of the true, entity–category pairs
in POS according to the NOUNBASED model in orange, and (c) of the same pairs according
to the NAMEBASED model in green—the fourth, red curve is explained shortly.1 The figure
shows that the cosines for entity–entity confounders (blue) show a very similar distribution
to the cosines for true pairs according to the noun-based model (orange), but are substantially
different from the cosines for true pairs according to the name-based model (green). As a
consequence, for the NOUNBASED model no cosine threshold exists that can really separate
entities from categories, and the model performs at baseline level (F1 score 0.67). By contrast,
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for the NAMEBASED model a reasonable threshold does exist (around 0.2 on the x-axis), and
the model performs much better (F1 score 0.86).

As an interesting aside, the fourth, red curve in Fig. A.2 represents the distribution of pairs
of NOUNBASED(C) and NAMEBASED(C) representations of the same category C. It shows that
the two representations of the same category are quite similar to each other (red), indeed, more
so than individual entities and their NOUNBASED categories (orange). To phrase this more
intuitively: by taking a name vector and averaging it with other name vectors, the represen-
tation becomes more noun-like (Herbelot, 2015, Fig. 2, showed this qualitatively). Together
with the high similarity of the NAMEBASED representation to its individual entities (green
curve), this suggests that NAMEBASED representations can be seen, interestingly, as a kind of
midway point between names and nouns (i.e., red lies between orange and green).


